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into aspects of IS leadership. Too often, IS leadership
research have been focused on understanding the
effects of leadership style, structure, and
characteristics on successful IS development,
implementation and management. For example, prior
IS research has investigated leadership issues such as
the shared understanding between CIO and top
management [1]; domain specific CIO characteristics
like strategic IT knowledge [2]; and leadership
structure [14]. However, the research lacks an explicit
investigation
on
whether
certain
ethical
considerations can be important within the scope of
IS leadership. This is all the more surprising, because
even within these prior works, the notion of ethics is
often implicitly present—from notions of a leader’s
consideration [14] to leader’s help [15] to leaderinitiated empowerment [16].
In light of the general salience of ethical
leadership in business organizations, our paper aims
to contribute by focusing on how a prominent
perspective of ethics—namely, virtue ethics [17]—
can provide insights into how effective a CIO can be.
Given that virtue ethics has been acknowledged to be
an important and relevant consideration in current
research on leadership [18], our research thus aims to
bring explicit ethical considerations to the forefront
of IS leadership research, by focusing on the CIO.
We build upon prior research, that projects virtue
ethics as one of the most powerful theories to analyze
and guide organizational leaders and their actions,
including the top management team [19, 20].
We specifically argue that certain virtues
possessed by the CIO influence two key CIO
capabilities—political savviness and communicative
ability—that are crucial to the CIO effectively
carrying out his/her role. It has been argued that
virtues influence or stimulate certain capabilities of
entities that possess them [21, 22]. Others concur
with this conception, pointing out that Aristotle
himself argued that possessing certain virtues are
important because they enhance the possessor’s
capabilities to act in a certain way [23]. Thus, our
theoretical framework (Figure 1) is supported in prior
research.
In this context, we should also note that this paper
answers the call for sustained further work on
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This paper aims to contribute to the concept of
ethical CIO leadership through a distinctive focus on
virtue ethics. Our research investigates the
theoretical significance of CIO virtues on two CIO
capabilities and their corresponding influence on the
CIO’s role effectiveness in organizations.
1. Introduction
In contemporary organizations dealing with the
opportunities and challenges of the information age,
the role of the CIO (Chief Information Officer) has
become paramount [1, 2]. This is because the CIO is
one of the key organizational leaders who oversees
the entire IT (Information Technology) for the
business organization [2], and is influential in
shaping the design, development, and management of
IT for greater organizational effectiveness [1].
We argue that the CIO’s role has strong ethical
underpinnings, as the development, implementation,
and management of IT in today’s organizations carry
weighty ethical connotations [3-7]. One can argue
that CIOs, and also other IS leaders, need to engage
in “ethical practices and priorities with responsibility,
probity, and integrity” because, in many instances,
organizational successes or failures depend on how
ethically IS are managed and implemented in
organizations [3, p. 785]. Furthermore, from an
organizational perspective, IT-enabled ethical
orientations improve creativity and organizational
adaptation and innovation [4].
In general, today’s business organizations need to
focus on ethical values [8] and organizational leaders
have recognized the need for ethics in business and
have been taking initiatives to further this cause [9].
Indeed, “ethics is good business” [10, p. 682] because
ethical orientations provide “shareholders with
insurance-like protection for a firm’s relationshipbased intangible assets” [11, p. 777], and thus
contribute to an organization’s success (ibid).
Although IS leadership has been, and continues to
be, an important focus of inquiry [12-14], a review of
the existing literature highlights the fact that there is a
distinct gap in the inclusion of ethical considerations
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understanding the virtuous characteristics of a leader;
that is, to understand what a leader is as opposed to
what a leader does [24]. The difference between
‘doing’ and ‘being’ is captured by the following
distinction: In focusing on ‘doing,’ one would term a
leader who perform ‘good actions’ to be a good
leader. Thus, the focus of such analysis is ‘action.’
However, in virtue ethics, the focus of analysis is on
the character of the person. Specifically, if a leader
exhibits good character (i.e., possesses virtues) then it
follows that the leader will take ‘good actions’. In
philosophy, this difference in doing vs being is
captured by act-based vs agent-based analysis.
Our paper first reviews the theoretical
underpinnings of virtue ethics and delineates key
virtues that we posit are relevant to a CIO. We then
theorize how these virtues influence two important
CIO capabilities, namely CIO political savviness and
CIO communicative ability, which in turn affect CIO
role effectiveness. Finally, we present our pilot
empirical study and outline future research plans and
directions.

interactionist perspective [32]. In contrast to
personality traits, the conception of virtues relates to
the holism and inclusiveness of our reasoning in
response to a particular situation [33]. Acting out of
virtue is not similar to performing stereotypical
actions following a given personality trait; instead, it
is to judge, feel, and act in a situation in a
normatively appropriate manner (ibid).
The difference between virtues and personality
traits can be better understood by the following
example of conscientiousness: Conscientiousness has
been long argued to be a personality trait [34]
whereas the ethics literature terms it as a virtue [35].
The primary difference between the two is that
conscientiousness as a virtue requires the agent to
have a deliberate commitment to developing and
practicing the virtue because it produces a valuable
outcome related to human flourishing and well-being
within the context of its practice [36]. Conversely,
the conception of conscientiousness as a personality
trait does not incorporate this view, as “someone
might be conscientious (in the trait sense) for purely
instrumental purposes” [30, p. 403] and not have a
focus on producing human flourishing and well-being
within a specified context (for example, a
professional or business context). This is why the
virtue of conscientiousness is not the same as the trait
of conscientiousness [30].
This is why a focus on virtues adds an interesting
dimension to the literature on CIO leadership, much
beyond the existing discussion on, for example,
leadership personality traits. In fact, some of the
virtues discussed in the paper have also found
mention in the literature on personality; however, the
interpretation of these constructs as virtues is
different from the interpretation of them as
personality traits.
A focus on virtue ethics is beneficial because
virtue ethics forms a plausible way to understand and
practice business ethics [37, 38]. The other prominent
ethical theories, deontology [25] and utilitarianism
[26], which are often termed as the ‘universal
approaches’ to ethics, often do not provide adequate
actionable guidance in business contexts [39].
Instead, they present “an intractable difficulty of
applying universalistic moral principles to complex
organizational practice” [37, p. 624]. Notably,
deontology and utilitarianism are based upon
universal ideas that often ignore the context of action.
For example, in deontology killing is always ‘bad,’
but in virtue ethics killing could be understood to be
virtuous depending upon one’s community of
practice and the situation. Thus, a virtuous soldier
kills the enemy in the battlefield.
In fact, as business ethics is often concerned with

2. Background Literature
Virtue ethics is one of the three classical theories of
ethics in philosophy−the other two being deontology
[25] and utilitarianism [26]. Virtue ethics draws upon
the works of the Greek philosopher, Aristotle [17].
Aristotle described certain characteristics or “virtues”
individuals should have: honesty, empathy, and the
like. A virtue can be formally defined as “an acquired
human quality the possession and exercise of which
tends to enable us to achieve those goods which are
internal to [community of] practices and the lack of
which effectively prevents us from achieving such
goods” [27, p. 191]. Virtue ethics leads us to
understand that ethical value can be judged from
understanding the individual (rooted to a situation,
context, or community of practice) who commits the
act. Fundamentally, in virtue ethics, goodness is
defined as the possession of one or more virtues that
are relevant within a community of practice. For
example, a good soldier must be courageous
(conforming to the soldier’s community of practice),
whereas a good leader like the CIO, must be
motivational (conforming to the leader’s community
of practice).
As potently argued, personality and situational
variables often interact [28], and virtue ethics is
defined within this interactionist space [29]. Thus,
while virtues can be borne out of personality traits
[30], they have an important situationist component,
as well [31]. By taking into account both personality
and situation, virtue ethics thus provides an
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Table 1 can contribute to our notion of a “good” CIO.
Here, two important concepts (which we have
alluded to before) require elaboration before we
develop our theoretical model: CIO capabilities and
CIO role effectiveness.
There is a clear consensus in prior literature that
organizational leaders (like the CIO) should have
certain capabilities, and possession of those
capabilities would enable them to be effective in
carrying out their roles. In the course of our theory
development, we draw upon this strong contention in
prior literature and understand that, just like other
organizational leaders, CIOs too should have certain
capabilities which would positively influence their
role effectiveness. Using this generally established
capabilities role effectiveness framework [2], our
focus in this paper is to investigate how a
consideration of leadership virtues adds value to the
“CIO capabilities  CIO role effectiveness
framework.” Figure 1 captures our research scope.

“grey areas between good and bad” [40, p. 361], it is
helped by the pluralist, flexible approach offered by
virtue ethics, especially in situations of extensive
social and political changes in the business
environment (ibid). Virtue ethics acknowledges that
virtues are often malleable enough to fit into the
changing business world, as they are often defined
within a local community of practice [41]. For
example, courage (a virtue) in leading a startup is
quite different from courage in leading an established
organization. This is why virtue ethics represents a
more dynamic way to incorporate ethicality into
highly changing business contexts [42]. A set of
virtues that we argue are particularly appropriate to
CIOs is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Relevant CIO Virtues

Integrity

Self-Control

Sociability

Rhetoric
capability

Empathy

Warmth

Motivation

Virtue

Definition
This virtue refers to the characteristic of a leader
who stimulates [43] subordinate members and
invites them to be actively involved in the
decision making process [44, p. 712], thus
arousing enthusiasm and optimism [45].
This virtue is concerned with the motivation to
maintain positive relations with others [46].

CIO Virtues

CIO
Capabilities

This virtue is the ability “ to put yourself in the
place of others and treating others as you would
like to be treated” [47] and reflects a concern and
interest for the well-being of others [44]

CIO Role Effectiveness

Figure 1. Scope of Research

3.1. Political savviness

This virtue is defined as the ability to consciously
develop “an inventory of phrases and
argumentative devices coupled to a nurtured
understanding of human personality and
motivation so as to better align an audience
towards a specific set of interests without
recourse to threat or compulsion” [48, p. 1667]
This virtue is defined as the possession of social
perceptiveness in terms of complex knowledge
structures of peoples and situations and the
corresponding “ability to apply interpersonal
skills in a socially appropriate manner” [49, p.
217]
This virtue is seen to be related to an ability to
regulate emotions and impulses [50] and exhibit
restraint in situations of crises and upheavals
[51].

We particularly focus on two CIO capabilities
that we feel are absolutely salient to CIO virtues: CIO
political savviness and CIO communicability. These
two capabilities have been observed as the “perennial
must-haves for all executives” [53, p. 173]. Thus, it is
natural to focus on how CIO virtues affect them.
A politically savvy CIO is defined as one who
can “negotiate, influence, and persuade” [2, p. 211].
It is a key quality because a leader needs to be able to
negotiate with multiple stakeholders who often have
conflicting viewpoints [54], and influence and
persuade them to share his/her vision for the
organization [55]. In this paper, we theorize that
virtues of motivation, warmth, empathy, and rhetoric
capability are especially important to the
development of such political savvy.
Motivation: In general, a leader (such as the
CIO) who is motivating, stimulates others through a
variety of techniques to involve them in the decision
making process [43]. Such arousal of enthusiasm can
be argued to a key factor in the ability to persuade,
negotiate, and influence. The importance of
motivating effects of leaders is that the subordinate
team-members often develop a shared identity

This virtue is defined “as a reputation for
trustfulness and honesty of the trusted person”
[52].

3. Model Development
We now seek to articulate how the virtues in
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through trust building and highlighting collective and
aspired team goals which can be argued to influence
team members toward further achievements [56].
Warmth: We contend that a CIO, who is warm
or agreeable, is definitely able to win more friends
within an organization because s/he wants to
maintain a positive relationship with others [57].
Warmth or agreeableness is especially important for a
CIO because this virtue becomes useful in resolving
conflicts [58], and maintaining cooperation between
groups [57]. The resolution of conflicts is very
pertinent to managing IS implementation across
organizations partly because such implementations
often result in radical organizational changes with
implications for various stakeholders who often have
conflicting viewpoints [6].
Empathy: We contend that a CIO who is
perceived to be empathetic is able to make
individuals happy by sharing common emotional
elements [52]. Because a happy group of employees
and peers can be influenced or persuaded with much
greater ease than disgruntled and unhappy
employees, we theorize that a CIO who is empathetic
has greater ability to engage in successful persuasion,
engagement, and negotiation, particularly in cases of
interaction with non-IT managers who may have
relatively less knowledge of the implications and
impact of IT in an organization [2]. It is to be noted
that in general, employees and stakeholders respond
more to empathetic leaders [59] and we contend that
the same should be true for an empathetic CIO.
Rhetoric capability: This virtue is defined as an
ability to have “an inventory of phrases and
argumentative devices coupled to a nurtured
understanding of human personality and motivation
so as to better align an audience toward a specific set
of interests without recourse to threat or compulsion”
[48, p. 1667]. The virtue of rhetoric is advantageous
because it helps leaders negotiate with and seek
convergence with different stakeholders, who may
often have conflicting viewpoints. Often, in an
organizational context of IT implementation, the
marginalization of individual voices creates problems
[6], and the practice of this virtue of rhetoric by the
CIO, tends to act against such marginalization, thus
inherently leading to the ability to persuade or
negotiate more.
It thus becomes evident that this capability of
rhetoric for IS leaders such as CIOs becomes pivotal
in the ability to successfully negotiate and persuade
the stakeholders regarding IT-enabled organizational
change. This is because rhetorical means, practiced
by the CIO, foster engagement, and thus better
persuasion and negotiation, with the organizational
stakeholders by “suggesting new relations between

technology and culture” [60, p. 41]. Simply put,
political savviness can be thought to be the capability
to win an argument while keeping others satisfied
[43] and the practice of rhetoric contributes to this
ability.
Given the arguments in this section, we propose:
H1. A CIO’s possession of the virtues of motivating
(a), warmth (b), empathy (c), and rhetoric skill (d)
will positively influence the CIO’s political savviness.

3.2. Communicative ability
Communicative ability is the “CIO’s ability to
communicate clearly, persuasively, and in business
terms” [2, p. 211]. The importance of communicative
ability for success of anyone in a leadership position
(including the CIO) has been articulated repeatedly
before in prior research [2, 61]. We posit here that
five virtues, namely, empathy, rhetoric capability,
socialibility, self-control, and integrity play a
particularly crucial role in influencing this capability.
Empathy: As articulated, the virtue of empathy
implies that a CIO wins more friends through an
image of caring of the CIO. A friend would definitely
lend a more sympathetic ear to the CIO than an
antagonistic individual. That is, if employees like
their CIO because the CIO is empathetic and caring,
then the employees should be more attentive to the
leader than one who lack empathy.
Rhetoric capability: By the definition presented
above, the virtue of rhetoric implies that the CIO
would be able to use a set of argumentative devices
to be able to interest different individuals. We thus
argue, that such a CIO with an inherently sufficient
quality of rhetoric, would be able to gain interest
other individuals such as employees and stakeholders
and thus be able to convey his/her ideas to such an
interested group of audience much better than one
with poor rhetoric.
Sociability: This virtue is the possession of
complex knowledge structures of peoples and
situations and the corresponding “ability to apply
interpersonal skills in a socially appropriate manner”
[49, p. 217]. In today’s organizations, interpersonal
skills are clearly required in order to develop a
network of relationships [62], which are key to
fulfilling CIO roles. We thus contend that this virtue
of sociability leads to good communicative
capability. A CIO who possesses the sociability
virtue will be able to present, for example, an IT
implementation plan to a target audience much better
and effectively, because s/he has the inherent
knowledge of the social structure of the audience.
Self-control: Self-control is defined as the ability
to control one’s emotions and impulses [50]. Often
times, leaders can be in stressful situations and the
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need for self-control arises under those circumstances
[43]. In such situations of crises, it becomes
imperative that the CIO maintains his/her selfcontrol, otherwise the entire organization could
degenerate into the negatives of anxiety and
defensiveness [51], which will definitely harm the
CIO’s ability to convey his or her business message
across to the different organization stakeholders in an
effective manner. A leader who is often impulsive
(and thus does not have a control on emotions and
impulses), is judged quite negatively as compared to
one who is not, especially in crisis situations [43].
Integrity: This virtue is defined “as a reputation
for trustfulness and honesty of the trusted person
[52]. Integrity is one of the most frequently cited
corporate ethical values [63] and has been called “an
essential executive quality” and “an indispensable
ingredient” [47, p. 114] for leaders because it
influences the ability to articulate to others a rationale
for behavior. A CIO who has integrity is often
forthright to his/her audience [47] and hence has a
greater ability to get his/her message across.

H3 (a). Political savviness of a CIO positively affects
the CIO’s role effectiveness.
Communicative ability: The role effectiveness
of the CIO is also influenced by the CIO’s
communicative
ability.
The
theory
of
transformational leadership [69] argues that charisma
is an integral component into being an effective and
transformational leader. However, charisma is
developed only via a strong communicative ability
and the power to effectively convey one’s viewpoint
[70] Being a transformational leader requires that one
is not only inspirational and persuasive, but also can
convey these traits in an effective manner [71].
In the case of a CIO, the ever-changing
technological landscape requires that the CIO is able
to correctly and effectively convey the ramifications
of technological advances to the organization and its
stakeholders. Unless the CIO can effectively
communicate the benefits or possible dangers of a
particular technological investment, for example, the
organization may end up taking poor technologyrelated decisions, which will further undermine the
CIOs ability to effectively lead the technological
changes for gaining competitive advantage. Thus,
being a strong communicator is important to the CIO
being ultimately effective in performing his/her role.
Therefore:

H2. A CIO’s possession of the virtues of empathy (a),
rhetoric skill (b), sociability (c), self-control (d), and
integrity (e) will positively influence the CIO’s
communicative ability.

3.3. CIO Role Effectiveness
H3 (b). Communicative ability of a CIO positively
affects the CIO’s role effectiveness.

The two CIO capabilities discussed above—
namely, political savviness and communicative
ability—are theorized to influence the ultimate role
effectiveness of the CIO.
Political Savviness: Being politically savvy is a
requisite to being effective in political environments
such as organizations [64]. This is because political
savviness allows individuals to command respect and
liking of others; moreover, it also helps them achieve
excellence in the organizations in which they work
[65]. A CIO is often a part of the top management
team, and the political undercurrents between the top
management team and the board of directors mostly
influence the performance and effectiveness of the
top management team [66].
In fact, CIOs are often involved in complex and
sensitive matters, such as decision-making on a new
technology that may affect the entire organization.
[67]. As the harbinger of technological change in an
organization, the CIOs ability to correctly
comprehend the political consequences of a decision,
and accordingly conduct his/her relationship with
other members in the organization in a politically
correct manner is necessary for the CIO to be
effective in his/her role [68]. Therefore:

4. Proposed Methodology
We followed recent literature in top management
journals for the collection of data from C-level
executives [72, 73]. Previous survey-based studies
have typically suffered from lack of temporal
precedence, single informants [74], and CEO changes
within the time period of the study [75]. To overcome
these limitations, we used multiple informants,
collected data at two points in time, and selected
firms in which there were no CIO changes for the
entire time period of our study. In the first time
period, we collected data from the CIO, or equivalent
role, and then we collected from the matched
informants in the second time period.
In the survey, CIOs were asked to provide contact
information for two or three direct reports (i.e.,
followers). As defined by previous research [76],
direct reports are senior managers (from top
management teams or TMTs) with whom CEOs
share the strategic decision-making process.
To form our sample, we used the FactSet
Database (licensed through the PI’s university), and it
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was used to identify CIOs and other C-level
executives from all national health-related, publicly
traded companies headquartered in the United States.
We then further used company websites and SEC
reporting documents to augment the database with
contact information for each individual, for each
company in the database. The resultant database
contains a panel that consists of 1,012 companies and
over 5,000 C-level executives. The companies range
from under $1 million in annual revenue to $198
billion. Our coding and data gathering efforts have
resulted in a dataset that contains contact information
for 254 of these companies. We note that the focus is
currently on health-related companies due to the
availability of funds and resources from a universitylevel grant to explore health-related research.

their time.
Of the collected sample, 111 (60.3%) were male,
and 69 (38.7%) were female. The average age was
35.05 years (SD = 9.28 years). With an average of
5.41 years (SD = 4.80) of work experience with their
current organization and 6.36 years (SD = 5.12) of
full-time work experience.
5. Analysis and Results
Stata 15.1 SE (build 6 June 2018) was used for
the analysis of the data. Established measurement and
analysis assessment procedures were followed [85].
31 scores were removed from the analysis, due to
missing data.
Test for internal reliability, validity and
consistency all revealed that the constructs, and
respective items, exhibited proper levels of validity.
One exception, the construct of self-control consisted
of 13 items, however the analysis revealed that all of
the items with reverse coding would not significantly
load onto the construct above the .700 threshold, thus
they were all removed from the analysis (6 items
were retained from the 13).
With that one exception, there were no problems
with the convergent or divergent validities, common
method bias, or overall fit of the model. The model
fit statistics were good to acceptable: Χ21053 =
1,777.535; Χ2 / df = 1.609; RMSEA = 0.068; CFI =
0.863; TLI = 0.853; SRMR = 0.111; CD = 1.000. The
results of the model are shown in Table 2.
We also report that the predictive power (R2) of
our model was as follows: political savviness (0.321);
communicative ability (0.116); and role effectiveness
(0.359). The predictive power of political savviness
and role effectiveness were quite acceptable, with
only moderate success for communicative ability.
To summarize the results, H1 received partial
support. Empathy (H1c) and rhetorical skills (H1d)
were both significant predictors of political
savviness. However, motivation (H1a) and warmness
(H1b) were not.
Table 2. Summary of results

4.1. Instrument
The instrument was developed based on
previously validated instruments. The sources for
each construct are: motivation [77]; warmth [78];
empathy [79]; rhetoric capability [80]; sociability
[81]; self-control [82]; integrity [83]; political
savviness, communicative ability and role
effectiveness [2]. The instrument can be found at this
link.
The survey instrument was implemented by
means of an online survey engine. This tool allows
the researchers to automate data collection by
providing the contact list and automating the process.
We followed recent guidelines for data collection
through an online data collection engine [84].

4.2. Pilot study
Prior to engaging in the costly and timely nature
of collection from C-level executives, we first
conducted a pilot study to verify the nature of our
instrument. The purpose of this pilot study was to
ascertain that the reliability and validity of the
constructs would hold and to identify any
problematic questions or wording within the survey.
We believe that the validity of the instrument itself is
likely generalizable beyond executives. To better
understand any problems within the instrument we
asked several open-ended questions were added to
the end of the survey that allowed subjects to identify
any problematic areas that were confusing or were
difficult in understanding.
We used Amazon Mechanical Turk to identify
and recruit subjects for this pilot study. We used the
following restrictions on the subjects: They had to be
at least 18 years and old, had to have worked at least
5 years in a full-time position, had to have expert
status within the system. We recruit 180 subjects for
the pilot study, all of which were compensated $6 for

H#
1a
1b
1c
1d
2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
3a
3b

Relationship
Mot  Savv
Warm  Savv
Emp  Savv
Rhet Savv
Emp  Comm
Rhet  Comm
SelfC Comm
Integ  Comm
Social  Com
Savv  Effct
Comm  Effct

Coef.
.136
.165
.306
.338
.201
.284
-.093
-.064
.051
.431
.332

SE
.118
.109
.109
.091
.105
.103
.095
.120
.103
.082
.089

Z
1.16
1.51
2.82
3.73
1.91
2.75
-0.97
-0.53
0.49
5.28
3.73

p
.248
.132
.005
.000
.055
.006
.330
.593
.621
.000
.000

H2 also received partial support. Empathy (H2a)
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and rhetorical skill (H2b), again, were significant
predictors of communicative ability. However, selfcontrol (H2c), integrity (H2d) and sociability (H2e)
were not significant predictors of communicative
ability. Whereas, the insignificant predictors for H1
were nearing significance, the predictors for H2 were
not, and were quite small.
H3 received complete support. Savviness and
communicative ability were both significant
predictors of role effectiveness.
The results thus support the importance of
empathy and rhetoric skills as significant values for
subjects to have in regards for improving skills of
leaders, specifically, political savviness and
communicative ability, which both in turn improve
the effective role within the context of our pilot
study.

effectiveness. Especially within the CIO literature,
there has been little prior understanding of ethical
leadership, and more so for virtue-based leadership.
While the CEO and leadership literature has certainly
discussed the topic of ethical leadership extensively
and have articulated certain virtues which are
characteristics of such leaders, the actual theoretical
mechanism of the relevance of these virtues has
mostly escaped scrutiny. This paper thus contributes
by its virtue-based theorization of a “good” CIO
which can also be extended to other organizational
leaders like the CEO.
Second, the paper goes beyond the existing
literature understanding the role of personality and
physical traits in leadership, which are inherently
descriptive and thus been often characterized in prior
research as morally neutral [86]. Through the
development of an ethical value system in the form of
a core set of virtues, this paper provides a normative
lens to analyze CIO characteristics, which is more
pertinent in understanding notions of organizational
level ethical behavior such as corporate social
responsibility. It is to be noted that it is the leaders of
an organization who stimulate its ethical behavior
[87], and so an analysis of values that should
characterize a good leader increases its relevance to
organization-level ethics. While personality and
physical traits are constant [88], virtues can be
developed and modified within a community of
practice [27, 41], and so they form effective
normative prescriptions for developing good leader
characteristics.
Finally, on a general level, it brings forth the
importance of infusing ethics to business
organizations, a notion especially relevant in the
context of the well-publicized ethical scandals (e.g.,
Enron, MCI, Adelphia). The paper answers this call
by providing a justification on why virtue ethics is
important to business organizations and contributes
by focusing on the virtue characteristics of CIOs that
make them effective organizational leaders.

6. Discussion
Our results indicate that ethical values can in fact
impact the leadership capabilities within our pilot
sample, and that these capabilities can positively
impact the overall effectiveness of the leader in their
role. We note that the only values that were effective
in our sample were empathy and rhetoric skill, and no
other proposed ethical values. This may have been a
function of our sample. Given that our sample did not
consist of leaders, but regular workers, the values of
empathy and rhetoric skill may be more universal and
work with lower levels of employees and working
with their colleagues. Thus, the ability of motivation,
warmth, self-control, integrity and sociability may be
important for those in leadership roles, our sample
simply did not consist of these types of roles.
The purpose of the pilot study was not to test the
validity of the model per se and whether it would
hold as expected, but rather to test the reliability and
validity of the instrument. Our results do show that
the instrument worked for all constructs, with some
minor changes needed only for self-control.
However, the results do show, that even for nonleaders, that the ethical values are important
predictors of skills needed to be more effective in
their current roles.
We now explicitly turn to the potential
contribution that our pilot, and eventual data
collection can have to the IS literature.

6.2. Future implications
The paper raises numerous implications for future
research. First, the theoretical model provided in this
paper can give rise to numerous empirical studies in
order to test the model across various organizations,
contexts, countries and cultures. The results of those
empirical testing would enable us to gain a deeper
understanding of the nature of “good” CIOs.
Second, moving beyond the scope of CIOs, it
would be interesting to extend or modify this model
in terms of the top management (e.g., CEO)
excluding the CIO. This would necessarily mean that

6.1. Contribution to research
This study potentially contributes on multiple
fronts. First, the paper delineates a suitable list of
virtues and how they are related to CIO’s capability
and thus ultimately influence a CIO’s role
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a core set of CEO capabilities and roles (which have
been discussed in numerous previous works) be
theoretically linked to the notion of CEO virtues.
Again, this is fruitful fodder (both theoretical and
empirical) for future research.
Third, future research could investigate how
organizational leaders develop the virtues mentioned
here. As noted earlier, development and practice of
virtues takes place within a community of practice
[27] and hence it would be a fruitful endeavor to
research into normative techniques (within the
organizational community of practice) that can
develop and sustain such virtues of organizational
leaders.
Fourth, this paper can also energize future
researchers to critique or modify the arguments
presented here, by presenting alternate ethical
viewpoints to further this academic discussion.

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

7. Conclusion
To conclude, we believe that there is a lot to be
known about the notion of ethical IS leaders. We
hope that our paper here contributes by to this scope
of inquiry and by raising the call for future research
to further this line of thought along different
directions. Also, our intent was to be a starting point
of theoretically infusing virtue ethics into notion of
ethical IS leaders, and we hope that future research
will continue to contribute to this academic
discussion.

[13]

[14]

[15]
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